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Parenting Rewind scripts give parents a shame-free,
judgment-free way to begin showing up for your kids as
the very best version of you!

Below, you'll find common scenarios between parents/
guardians and kids along with our 3C co-regulation
process for approaching these challenging situations
with love and connection.

Print these scripts out and keep them in a binder or
download them for easy, digital access on your phone!
Have a friend who needs this advice? Share our free
opt-in page here!

Parenting Rewind Phrases gozen.com

http://gozen.com/
https://gozen.com/parentingprintables/


Connect to yourself first

Collaborate outside the moment

Take a deep breath.
Focus on a long exhale.

BREATHE

"Comparison is natural."
"I'm my child's guide."

"I can guide them."

MANTRAS

Connect to your kids in the moment

What to say...

INSTEAD OF

Try our 3C Method!

"YOU'RE THE SMARTEST 
KID I KNOW!"

Parenting Rewind Phrases gozen.com

Comparison is natural. That said, the most important comparison you can
make is how you're doing today versus how you did yesterday. In other
words, compare YOU to YOU! Can you think about some areas where you
made progress or hit some goals this year? I can help you set some
personal goals and work on them together. What do you think?

"Sounds like there’s a voice inside of you saying you’re not good enough. I believe you. 
Did you know there are other voices, too? What do you think some of the other ones say?"

"I hear that you're feeling like you're not as good as the others. That can feel really tough.
Remember, everyone has their own talents. Can we talk about some of yours?"

"It's natural to compare ourselves to others, but let's try something different. Instead of
feeling envious, can we find ways to be inspired by their skills? 

"It sounds like you're feeling like you're not as good as the others. It's okay to feel this way
sometimes. Remember, everyone is on their own journey and improves at their own pace."
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GoPositive!
Negative Thought Relief 

Animated Program

GoToTheNow!
Mindfulness 

Animated Program

GoMindset!
Growth Mindset

Animated Program

GoAction!
Anger Transformation

Animated Program
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GoStrengths!
Well-being/Resilience

Animated Program

GoZen!
Anxiety/Stress Relief
Animated Program

GoMindset!
Growth Mindset

Animated Program

GoCharge!
Anger Transformation

Animated Program

9

Anger Challenge
Anger Transformation
Live-Action Program

GoHackify!
OCD Relief 

Animated Program

Experts On-Demand
Expert Interviews,

Workshops and more

Printable Library
Activity Kits, Journals,
Flashcards and more

Learn more at GoZen.com/programs/

9 animated programs + 1 live-action challenge program
150+ expert interviews for parents or professional development
Searchable printable library with new content every week

GoZen! members get a suite of social and emotional learning tools:

Cutting-edge Tools to Raise Resilient Kids & Teens

https://gozen.com/programs/


SHARING THE        

Want to find more connected ways to approach
challenging parenting scenarios? Find other

scripts like this in our membership area! 
Learn more here about becoming a member.

While we kindly ask that you don't post these
resources directly to your own website or portal,

we're thrilled for you to share our page to get free
parenting scripts: gozen.com/parentingprintables/
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